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DONALD TRUMP

ZERO or ONE FIRE PLANET
A lack of fire can signal the need to
work with your present possibilities and
immediate issues. You may not have
time for long-range plans because
everyday needs must be met. For
example, if you have just entered the
armed services, you will be involved
with training for most of the year.
Where your skills will take you once you
are discharged will not be a concern.
Now is the time to deal realistically with
mundane issues needing your attention.
Focus on the here and now rather than
tomorrow. It is difficult to be inspired
and creative with your life when your
basic needs are so important. This is a
good time to handle those basics and
form a firm foundation.
You may not feel inspired. For some
individuals, this is a year of
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disillusionment, lost enthusiasm, and
depletion of energy. If your philosophy is
not consistent with your experience or is
impractical, you must give up false
hopes. If you have strong philosophical
beliefs, test them in real life situations to
see their practical application. If you
have plans for the future, stop dreaming,
and start working. Get out of your head
and into action. If you have no dream
for the future, use this time to get your
feet on the ground, and things in order.
Your last dream may have been
unrealistic, and now you are in a time
meant for gaining experience and
knowledge. Working with what is
feasible will give you the sense of
stability needed before you choose a new
direction for the future.
LIBRA RISING
When the solar return Ascendant is in
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Libra, cooperating with others and
maintaining mutually beneficial
relationships result in a rewarding
lifestyle. You prosper through
associations, whether personal, romantic,
or professional. You love exchanging
ideas, and gravitate toward intense
discussions in which you can argue
either side. However, you alienate others
when you argue incessantly, and make
war, not peace. Learn to walk that fine
line between competing with others and
appeasing them. Balance in all things is
the key to happiness.
SUN in the 9TH HOUSE
☉ in 9th
The Sun in the 9th house of the solar
return chart indicates the need to
reassess beliefs. The 9th house is not
limited to higher thoughts only, but
includes all beliefs, mundane as well as
philosophical, nonreligious as well as
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religious. This is also the house of
prejudice, intolerance, and fanaticism.
Beliefs that are erroneous, impractical or
unsuitable need to be confronted and
eliminated during the year.
Now is the time to reevaluate all
beliefs, including those about yourself,
your abilities, and relationships. If you
have a long-standing belief in your
ability to accomplish something difficult,
this is the year to make the attempt. As
you test your beliefs, one or more of them
may prove to be a "misbelief" or
misconception. Not all will be accurate
or valuable. True beliefs must be proven
so they can be built upon. They are the
cornerstones of future actions.
Misconceptions, on the other hand, can
have serious consequences. They distort
your perception of reality and stunt
your emotional and spiritual growth.
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They must be corrected so that evolution
will resume.
The spiritual philosophy which is the
guiding force behind your everyday
actions should be grounded in practical
application. You should be able to live
comfortably with your beliefs without
the pain of continuing disillusionment.
Some spiritual philosophies are too
idealistic and self-defeating, encouraging
the individual to remain in situations
which are psychologically unhealthy.
Turning the other cheek when you are
being abused makes no sense. Your
spiritual and religious beliefs should lead
you toward fulfillment and peace.
Philosophies which do nothing to
improve the Universe and lack realistic
manifestations may be meaningless
mental exercises. A focus on coping with
continuing disappointment shortchanges
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the individual. Use this time to find a
philosophy that improves your life and
the lives of others.
This is also the time to practice what
you preach. If you are not aware of the
inconsistencies in your beliefs, the
contradictions will manifest themselves
in your behavior. Others will notice the
discrepancy between what you say and
what you do. If you are truly
hypocritical, you will tend to attract
situations which accentuate this conflict
even more.
This is a wonderful time for learning. If
you have been out of school and wish to
continue your education, do so now.
Professional refresher courses will help
you next year when the Sun moves into
the 6th house of work. You can study any
topic during the year and courses do not
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have to be part of a formal education.
Concentrated study is likely and you
may do this on your own or within a
structured environment. Those who have
completed their education may prefer to
lecture or teach. As an alternative, you
might sell a book proposal with writing
and editing taking most of the year.
The Sun in the 9th can also indicate
extensive traveling. You are more likely
to travel outside the country and
overseas, especially if there are other 9th
house placements. Experiencing other
cultures should make you more tolerant
of others and their belief systems.
SUN CONJUNCT MERCURY
☉ ☌ ☿
The Sun conjunct Mercury indicates
that the intellectual mind is actively
involved in the implementation of goals
represented by the Sun's solar return
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house placement. Reading, writing,
studying, and communication in all
forms will be important along with the
decision-making process.
SUN SQUARE or OPPOSITE NEPTUNE
☉ □ ♆

The Sun square or opposite Neptune
indicates that the native is growing
more sensitive on a number of levels and
this can have both positive and negative
implications. The sensitivity is meant to
facilitate spiritual development. Insights
and a sense of connection to others can
foster compassion and forgiveness;
however, some individuals will find the
increased sensitivity overwhelming and
confusing.
The more positive manifestations
include growing less concerned with
selfish interests and more involved with
helping those in need. An emotional
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connection is made to the plight of others
as well as an intellectual awareness. This
leads to greater concern for others and a
better understanding of relationships.
The increased sensitivity also results in
newfound intuitive ability. Intuitive
insights can augment decision-making
ability. Solutions to problems arise
spontaneously and the native is more apt
to avoid pitfalls.
Some individuals will be confronted
with their own human frailty or that of
someone close. Sensitivity leads to stress
on an emotional level and sometimes on
the physical level in the form of allergies.
Being less egotistical can result in an
unstructured personality which seems to
lack control, certainty, and direction.
The individual can be confused and
forgetful on a daily mundane basis, or
confused and uncertain regarding future
goals. The most negative manifestations
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lead to escapism through alcohol, drug
abuse, martyrdom, dependency on
others, and savior-victim type
relationships. On the other hand, the
native with this aspect in the solar
return might be related to someone with
any of these problems. Trying to heal
someone who does not want to be healed
will be challenging. The desire has to
come from the addicted or wounded
individual first and foremost.
It is important to keep in mind that the
increased sensitivity experienced has a
higher purpose and is meant to improve
life for you and for others. You can do
something positive with the insights and
emotions you are experiencing.
MOON in the 10TH HOUSE
☽ in 10th
The Moon in the 10th house suggests
changes in career, or professional tasks
you are asked to perform. While the
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Moon in the 6th house can indicate
minor changes in working conditions, the
Moon in the 10th house generally implies
changes that are far more significant,
either in the immediate future or several
years down the road. Minor changes can
occur and may involve shifting positions
or departments within the same
company, but it is more likely that this
shift includes important changes in your
job tasks. For example, a secretary
accustomed to working on a typewriter
was asked to do secretarial work on a
new computer. Eventually, this
individual went on to a career in wordprocessing because of this experience.
Changes occurring during the year can
be very beneficial. This is a good time to
focus on career development and take
advantage of professional opportunities
as they arise. Many times your
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reputation plays a key role in the
professional events of the year.
Everything you do at work will be more
public this year. If you perform well, you
will receive the recognition you deserve;
but if you perform poorly, your mistakes
will be very noticeable.
Job security can be an important issue
and you may feel that your position is
threatened in some way. The company
you work for could be having financial
difficulties, or conditions within the
company might seem unstable. The Moon
is less apt to indicate that you lose your
job or are laid-off; serious job changes are
more likely to be suggested by Saturn or
Uranus in the 10th house. However,
firings and layoffs can and have
occurred while the Moon was in the 10th
house. Usually the individuals involved
were controversial figures who were
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unpopular, and had acquired a negative
reputation. As a rule, most changes are
directly or indirectly within your
control. Even those who lose their jobs
play a role in their own misfortune.
The Moon can indicate public
recognition as well as recognition within
the company. You can have more
contact with the public than previously.
You could move to a position involving
public service, relations or
communication. For some individuals,
the Moon in the 10th house indicates
notoriety and a public reputation. The
publicity can be either good or bad. This
is a good time to focus on your dealings
with the public and to use the media
positively. If you are a politician, you
can develop a following. If you are a
salesperson, you can key in on the wants
and needs of your customers. Emotional
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intuitiveness can serve you well in your
dealings with the public at large.
MOON CONJUNCT MARS
☽ ☌ ♂
The Moon conjunct Mars implies
involvement in a situation which is
emotionally uncomfortable yet
rewarding, a mixed blessing. The
energies represented here suggest
working at cross-purposes and you may
have ambivalent feelings about your
circumstances. An example might be the
experience of trying to comfort a sick
baby. You know the baby is sick and does
not feel well so you do everything you
can to comfort the poor child. But at the
same time, you become very frustrated if
nothing you do seems to stop the
screaming. At that point, stress is
competing with concern and mixed
feelings arise.
Mars in aspect to the Moon is very
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suggestive of contradictory emotions.
The Moon symbolizes our nurturing
qualities and emotional nature. Mars, on
the other hand, symbolizes our
independence and assertiveness. The
basic interpretations for these two
planets are so different they tend to
remain separate like oil and water. They
represent two sides of the coin or
different perspectives on one situation.
This dynamic arises according to the
house placement of the Moon and Mars.
For instance, if the Moon and Mars are
in the 11th house of friends, a situation
involving mixed emotions might be
saying good-bye to a good friend because
one of you is moving. If you are the
person left behind, you may feel happy
for your friend, but still sad about your
loss. If you are the person moving, you
may be excited about the move, yet sorry
to be leaving. The purpose of these mixed
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feelings is to call attention to your own
emotional needs (Moon) and take
appropriate action accordingly (Mars).
The mother of the fussy infant may need
to take five minutes away from the baby
to cope with stress. The person who is
moving or left behind may need to
concentrate on maintaining the
friendship even after relocation.
Moon conjunct Mars suggests that
emotional situations are not simple and
usually involve a strange combination of
contradictory emotions. It can also
indicate that you might act in a way
that detracts from your own sense of
security and emotional well-being,
thereby creating stress. Perhaps you find
it difficult to express any emotion other
than anger. You might be angry with
yourself and inhibit meaningful
emotional exchanges. Or, you could
gravitate towards situations that are not
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emotionally healthy.
The Moon conjunct to Mars is not
necessarily difficult, nor must it involve
your personal life. It can refer to
professional endeavors or social
activism. You can be motivated to act
because you are affected emotionally by
what you see. If you are upset by
conditions in the poor section of town,
you might volunteer your services at a
local soup kitchen. The unpleasantness
you feel compels you to look at your
surroundings more closely and work to
correct or improve conditions.
MOON SEXTILE or TRINE NEPTUNE ☽
△ ♆

Moon sextile or trine to Neptune in the
solar return chart can show increased
sensitivity to life's subtleties. While
Moon-Pluto aspects show a greater
insight into psychological influences,
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manipulative games, and a need for selfcontrol, Moon sextile or trine to Neptune
indicates a greater sensitivity to feelings
and needs that are not expressed openly
yet bind us all. There is a spiritual,
intuitive dynamic associated with MoonNeptune aspects that can be
inspirational and guiding during the
year.
Moon sextile or trine Neptune aspects
symbolize intuitive insights, spiritual
ideals, and one's greater sensitivity to
the commonalities we share. We all
suffer from human frailty; Neptune
symbolizes our ability to identify with
others, view their missteps with
forgiveness, and see their failings as well
as our own. True understanding
supersedes any judgmental attitudes and
paves the way for a meaningful
exchange. As compassion grows,
spiritual development occurs.
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Moon sextile or trine Neptune implies
connections; connections to each other
and to the Universe. We can foster and
improve these connections by
understanding, accepting, and helping
each other to progress as a whole toward
a better existence. This is a good time to
accept people as they are, weaknesses
and all. You will probably be involved in
situations which give you the
opportunity to increase your
understanding or insight into others. As
long as you do not make demands or
have unrealistic expectations, you should
be able to retain honest emotional
contacts with those around you.
You may actually care for someone
who is ill or disabled, or you could simply
care for another person more than you
care for yourself and your own welfare.
Moon-Neptune aspects are a sign of selfsacrifice. It is common to see this aspect
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in the charts of new mothers. The
demands of caring for an infant involve
a certain amount of self-sacrifice. If you
work full-time to put your spouse
through school, you might also have this
aspect.
Self-sacrifice does not necessarily mean
martyrdom. Moon-Neptune aspects in
the solar return indicate that you are
able to help others because you truly
understand their situation. You are also
able to handle emotional uncertainty.
You accept relationships which are not
clearly defined, and you are able to give
without a guarantee of return. Going
with the flow means accepting insecurity
as a natural by-product of your
situation. With Moon-Neptune aspects in
your solar return chart, you need to be
able to function during times of
uncertainty and handle the insecurities
that go with them. You need to trust that
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in the end, everything will be for the
best.
MOON SQUARE or OPPOSITE PLUTO ☽
☍ ♇

The Moon square or opposite Pluto
implies an emotional make-up which is
complicated by unconscious
psychological influences. Emotions may
be tainted or seasoned by events or
complexes from the past, and you could
be reliving a former happening in an
immediate situation. Feelings seem more
volatile, intense, stressful, or even
overwhelming. Reasoning can be based
on emotional factors and simply defy
logic.
Relationships are likely to be affected
and psychological influences will distort
communications. You may be in close
contact with someone who is not always
rational. In extreme cases, the other
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person needs counseling. This is a good
time to become more aware of
manipulations and psychological games.
You may merely perceive these
influences or you may be directly
involved, playing either manipulator or
manipulated.
Moon square or opposite Pluto at its
worst implies emotional power struggles
for control. The solar return house
placement for Pluto can indicate where
the struggle originates and possibly what
the struggle is about. For example, if
Pluto is in the 2nd house of money, the
struggle might be in regard to
expenditures. If the Moon squares from
the 5th house of children, the issue might
be how much to spend on the children.
Providing for children can be a real
financial challenge, but suppose you feel
guilty about being a divorced parent
with limited resources. If you
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overcompensate with extravagant
purchases, you are going beyond the
children's needs or even wishes. This is
not about the children, this is about
negative emotions you are struggling
with that are now dictating your
choices. This power struggle may not look
like an internal unconscious struggle to
you. You may project the power struggle
outward and see your children as
demanding. Look at the solar return
house placement for both the Moon and
Pluto to understand the dynamics of any
power struggle. Both internal and
external struggles over money, sex, and
power are possible with this aspect. You
may think you are struggling with
another person, but perhaps you are only
struggling with yourself. If so, consider
ways to empower yourself.
On the other hand, the struggle can be
external. Someone might be attempting
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to control, manipulate, or blackmail you.
Manipulation and emotional blackmail
only work if you allow another person to
have control over some portion of your
life. As soon as you begin to control
yourself and take responsibility for your
own well-being, manipulators tend to lose
power. There are better ways to handle
this situation, look for them.
Moon square or opposite Pluto does not
have to involve difficult circumstances.
Writers, counselors, psychology students,
or those whose work depends on their
ability to understand human nature
tend to have Moon-Pluto contacts in
their solar returns during important
years. It is the awareness of the
psychological and emotional influences
underlying the struggle which is
significant and not the struggle itself.
Knowledge brings power. Use this time
to become aware of how unconscious
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drives affect your life.
MERCURY in the 9TH HOUSE ☿ in 9th
A 9th house solar return Mercury
suggests an intense learning situation.
You may return to school or continue
your education in one form or another
during the coming year. Education may
involve a formal teacher-classroom
setting; or you may study independently
or take a correspondence course. Topics
are diverse and not necessarily limited
to a college curriculum. It is the keen
interest and the concentrated study that
usually characterize Mercury in the 9th
house, not the topic of interest or
classroom attendance. Even those who
study on their own tend to be very
interested or even obsessed with a
specific topic.
It is also possible that you are the
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teacher rather than the student. If so,
you are probably just starting out in the
profession or need to rework your lesson
plans. Your interest in the subject matter
is usually high and you make a conscious
effort to present the information
enthusiastically. Unenthusiastic teachers
with this placement may need to go back
to school and recapture the thrill of
learning for themselves. They may also
need to reassess their beliefs concerning
the teaching profession.
Teachers will not be the only ones
reassessing their beliefs in regard to their
reality. Everyone with a 9th house
Mercury will be involved in this
reevaluation process and all types of
beliefs will be evaluated. The 9th house
rules mundane beliefs as well as
philosophical. Misconceptions, prejudices,
and unrealistic expectations fall under
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the rulership of the 9th. If you are
involved in a difficult situation and you
have any planets in the 9th house of
your solar return chart, you may have
misconceptions that are contributing to
your problems or complicating the issues.
Mercury in the 9th indicates that the
assimilation of new information may
help you to deal with these problems or
issues. What you learn from your
educational pursuits may directly apply
to your present situation. This is the time
to use your education to reassess your
beliefs and philosophy of life. Situations
you are involved in will naturally
stimulate philosophical adjustments, but
you can foster this reevaluation process
by actively seeking information directly
related to present situations or issues.
If you have written a book or plan to
write a book, this may be a good time for
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you to approach a publisher or contact a
literary agent. Communication with
those in the publishing business can help
you with your project. Generally, though,
publishing itself is indicated by more
than the placement of Mercury in the
9th house. Usually the Sun in the 9th or a
9th house stellium is more indicative of
publishing. If you view your book as a
career achievement, placements in the
10th may suggest publication.
This is also the case with traveling.
Mercury in the 9th by itself does not
generally imply travel. A 9th house
stellium, Venus or Jupiter are more
likely to do so, especially if you are
looking for indications of foreign travel.
Moon in the 9th may indicate living
overseas for a period of time or visiting
foreign relatives.
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MERCURY RETROGRADE
Mercury is usually retrograde in the
solar return chart every six years. When
Mercury is retrograde, it is time to be
introspective, especially about those
things related to Mercury's house
placement. You should be doing a lot of
your own thinking and learning rather
than depending on others. Integrate
previously acquired information into
your own individualized mind-set. Think
of your mind as an overloaded cabinet or
closet seriously in need of filing and
organization. It is time to process. You
probably already know everything you
need to know to handle a certain life
situation. If you continue to depend on
others for advice, you will find
conversations meaningless within the
context of your own intellectual needs
and experience. Be aware that your
mental processes are not very receptive
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to new information at this time. Your
mind is like a cup that is filled to the
brim. Any additional knowledge spills
over and is lost. Work toward
integrating what you already know.
You can experience this retrogradation
as a certainty that you know you are
right and only you can make the best
decisions concerning your own future.
What others tell you might clash with
what you already know and you could
tend to disregard their comments. You
may be right, but the danger is that you
may be wrong. You can be so in tune
with your own thoughts that you are
totally on the mark; then again, you
might be totally off the beam. Take the
time to reorganize information by
focusing inward. You might find that
your own opinions, thoughts, and
decisions truly work best for you. But be
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aware of the feedback others give you,
which may be particularly valuable if
you have missed the mark.
Secretiveness is also associated with
Mercury retrograde. There is a tendency
to withhold information and sometimes
lie. Generally, there are two major
reasons for doing this: one is that you
really do have secrets which need to be
kept; the other is that expressing your
opinions or thoughts openly causes
tension in your relationships. Retrograde
Mercury is associated with biting your
tongue and swallowing your own words
in order to keep peace. Your true
opinions may not emerge until the start
of the next solar return.
This time is excellent for putting your
thoughts down on paper and writing
original material. You will be able to see
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things differently when your thoughts
are written down and this is a good way
to get organized. Old opinions and beliefs
may be outdated so you need to reassess
your thinking, reformulate ideas, and
shed new light on a subject area.
MERCURY SEXTILE or TRINE
SATURN
☿ △ ♄
Mercury sextile or trine Saturn in the
solar return chart suggests a more
serious and structured perception of
reality. Life is organized in such a way
that decisions and changes are taken
seriously. Choices may be studied in
depth before decisions are made. It is
likely that at least one major decision
will be made during the year. Sometimes
this decision involves greater
responsibility. For these reasons, you will
tend to be conservative. You are looking
for changes that produce greater
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stability.
Learning is associated with MercurySaturn aspects and some individuals will
seek a formal education while others will
rely on reading and personal
investigation. Thought processes are
directed toward organizing information
into structures that are more
understandable, practical, and realistic.
All forms of organized communication
are emphasized, including writing and
teaching. This is a good time to work on
the completion of a major project. You
have the ability to channel mental
energy into constructive pursuits, even
to the point of forcing yourself to finish a
difficult and boring task. Keep after
problems until they are solved.
Producing tangible results is very
rewarding.
MERCURY SQUARE or OPPOSITE
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NEPTUNE
☿ □ ♆
Mercury square or opposite Neptune in
the solar return chart can indicate that
important factual information you
receive during the year may be partial,
inaccurate, or vague. Sometimes secrecy
and deception play a role. Your normal
points of reference for evaluating
information may be changing. Without
adequate facts, you may be left hanging
for most of the year. It may be impossible
for you to make a decision at this time or
to evaluate your circumstances. You
may be easily confused or misled,
especially if the information you receive
is inconsistent or incomplete. In older
individuals, confusion may actually be
senility. Neptune's most negative
interpretation is a loss of mental
capabilities through drug and alcohol use
or abuse. This tends to be an uncommon
manifestation that is more closely
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associated with an individual pattern of
consistent negative behavior. Most
people will not fall into this trap.
This is not the time for detailed, factual
information and left-brain processes. You
may be more in touch with compassion,
creativity, and spirituality than rational
thought. Your sensitivity to subtlety
increases and you acquire information
through intuitive insights. Dealing with
subtle experiences can lead to
uncertainty and confusion. Increased
intuitive awareness can precede the
ability to weigh this information for its
accuracy. It is sometimes difficult to
discriminate between what is really
intuitive or psychic and what is more
closely akin to worry, fear, or false hope.
Seeking practical applications for
idealistic concepts and inspirations
common with this combination can also
cause stress.
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Put your trust in the Universe during
times of uncertainty. Focus on
compassion rather than a search for
mundane truth. Inconsistencies and
confusion may not be resolved this year.
Understand that in the end, all will be
known. Be gentle with yourself when you
are not as focused and detail-oriented as
you used to be. Focus instead on rightbrain, creative, artistic, intuitive, and
spiritual processes.
VENUS in the 10TH HOUSE
♀ in 10th
Venus emphasizes the importance of
good relationships according to its house
placement in the solar return chart.
When Venus is in the 10th house, the
focus of attention is on relating to
authority figures. If you are still young,
these authority figures will be your
parents and school officials, but if you
have reached the age of employment, the
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interpretation will most likely apply to
your employers. This is a good time to
foster a personal relationship with your
boss; besides making working conditions
more pleasant, it can help your career.
During the year, who you know will be
as important as what you are capable of
doing. Your relationship with a boss will
probably be strictly business. A few
individuals have been able to "sleep"
their way to the top, but generally
relationships without professional effort
or business talent will not get very far.
The greatest success stories come from
those who were able to establish a
mutually beneficial relationship with
their superior while maintaining high
performance. The relationship becomes
mutually beneficial when your
productivity is enhanced by the personal
attention and guidance you receive from
your boss, while at the same time your
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boss's ability to motivate you and other
employees is increased by the personal
commitment you make to his or her
business plan. For some, the mutually
beneficial relationship grows to become a
mentor-employee involvement which can
further your career goals for many years
to come, since personal endorsements
normally carry a lot of weight.
Advancement can come more easily with
this Venus placement and this kind of
situation. Your employers will be as
interested in developing your abilities as
you are in getting ahead, so take
advantage of this opportunity.
Model yourself after those who are
already very successful in your chosen
career. Seek career guidance from those
you work for. Learn to be a team player
in the business world. This is a good time
to develop your negotiating skills. Sway
others to support your proposals and
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make compromises work to your
advantage.
The 10th house is the house of destiny or
long-term influences which become
milestones in your personal history.
Venus here is associated with making
choices that are important to either your
career, your destiny, or both. Options are
not always career-related, though
generally this is the case. You will
probably have the opportunity to make
an important choice during the coming
year. This is a good time to decide to
attend college, change professions,
become self-employed, relocate to a
different state or even a different
country. Enterprises you begin now
could benefit you greatly in both the
near and distant future.
The down side of Venus in the 10th
house is the inconsistency of the
interpretation. Although Venus can
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show advancements and success, no
planet guarantees a benefic or malefic
interpretation. The manifestation is
always based on your ability to handle
your drives, and the action you
ultimately take. This is especially true
with Venus in the 10th house; a lot
depends on your ability to get along with
your superiors. Professional success tends
to come more easily with Venus in the
10th, but when no work is involved, it
may not come at all. Relocation may pull
you out of an established, successful
position. Personality preferences may
make you uncomfortable with your
present position. You may not like your
boss, or you may prefer self-employment
to your nine-to-five job.
VENUS SEXTILE or TRINE URANUS♀
♅

When Venus is sextile or trine Uranus
in the solar return chart, changes in
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relationships may occur. For some
people, this can mean a sudden
attraction and the excitement of a new
love. Involvements may be very strong,
very quick, and may or may not have
staying power. New relationships might
eventually lead to marriage, but
probably not during this solar return
year. Loose associations are common.
Friends become lovers and some love
relationships seem more like friendships.
Occasionally, relationships and
attractions are less than conventional.
A general mood of change and
transition may permeate all
partnerships, whether old or new,
personal or professional. Difficult
relationships may end amicably, but for
those in a healthy relationship, changes
will occur within the relationship itself
and do not indicate a break in ties or a
loss of commitment to one another. For
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some people, the changes involve a new
and exciting experience, such as the
birth of a child. New skills and patterns
of behavior must emerge. Other common
examples of change are relocation,
retirement, travel, and changes in the
number of people living in the home.
Financial changes are also likely to
occur with Venus sextile or trine to
Uranus. You may move in with a lover,
spouse, or friend and begin to share
expenses. You might receive a financial
windfall or pay raise. You can be
working on a commission or incentive
basis, or be involved in a profit-sharing
plan at work. Self-employment is also
possible. Starting a new business from
scratch is generally a major financial
adjustment. For one reason or another,
the amount of money available to you is
likely to change or fluctuate.
This is a good time to be creative, both
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in the arts and with life. Discover hidden
talents and take risks. When Venus is
sextile or trine Uranus, you can be
insightful and inspired. Make the best of
changes and opportunities.
MARS in the 10TH HOUSE
♂ in 10th
Mars in the 10th house suggests an
aggressive business style or energetic
attitude towards career tasks. Many
times the individual with this placement
realizes that he or she must work harder
during the coming year either to get
ahead or stay ahead. Competition from
other businesses or co-workers can
provide the impetus towards greater
productivity, but many times the
individual is only in competition with
himself or herself. There may or may not
be a specific change in the work
environment that indicates this need to
switch into high gear. Internal signals
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are as likely as external motivations.
This is a good time to focus on career
ambitions and use the energy surge for
both immediate career goals and longterm developments. During the year, you
should take the initiative and capitalize
on your ability to be self-motivating.
Projects that require originality,
independent work and/or aggressive
action are suited to your style. Try new
techniques, tools and directions. Use this
time to initiate a project or start your
own business. Professional success can
result from independent efforts, and as a
rule, you will prefer working alone.
Specific situations which are consistent
with this interpretation include: working
on a commission basis and trying to land
the "big deal"; attracting new clients,
particularly those requiring active
pursuit; and starting a new business or
relocating an old one to a new area,
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since you must hustle to make things
work, break even or move ahead.
Those who cannot find a positive outlet
for this energy surge will feel frustrated
with their present employer or career
responsibilities. If you are not selfemployed, or do not have the freedom to
work independently, clashes with
authority figures are likely. In some
instances you can be motivated by your
boss's demands, but generally, tension
between you and upper management can
build into a stressful situation for one
reason or another. High pressure
situations and workaholic tendencies are
associated with this placement and if
your boss is too demanding, your
workload can be overwhelming or even
impossible. You can accomplish a lot this
year, but do not do so at the expense of
your mental or physical health. Do not
allow workaholic tendencies to prevent
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you from going on vacation. It is
important that you practice relaxation
techniques and take time off. It is also
important to learn to control, deflect or
address tension-producing issues.
In very negative situations, the stress
at work is exacerbated by unreasonable
or difficult authority figures. It would be
best if you could work alone, since you
may not like working for, with, or under
anyone. The natural creative energies
will be more evident if the motivation is
internalized and allowed to flourish, but
this is not always the case. If you must
deal daily with an argumentative boss,
you need to look at your professional
priorities and reassess your options.
In the most positive manifestation,
energy is expended toward professional
achievement, but if the road to success is
blocked, extreme frustration will follow.
Making job or attitude changes can be
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the only way to open doors to more
positive opportunities.
Although the 10th house is associated
with career choices, this is also the house
of the destiny path. New personal
directions are possible while Mars is
placed here, regardless of whether or not
these new directions are directly tied
into career choices. Occasionally this
placement shows that you are able to go
on in life alone. This is particularly true
for those individuals in the midst of a
divorce. The ability to function
independently while pursuing a course of
action which can have a major effect on
the life path is an interpretation
consistent with Mars in the 10th house of
the solar return chart.
MARS SQUARE or OPPOSITE PLUTO♂
♇

☍

When Mars is in difficult aspect to
Pluto, you are more likely to be involved
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in a conflict. The conflict might arise
between two areas of your life or
between you and another person. For
example, you might wish to start an
exercise routine for health reasons, but
constant job-related travel makes this
very difficult. Or, your needs and wants
can conflict with those of another. Where
you wish to take action, shown by the
solar return house placement of Mars, is
complicated or thwarted by situations or
people associated with the solar return
house placement of Pluto. Integration or
compromise is possible, but not easily
accomplished.
Psychological issues arise as actions are
not truly conscious or planned out. There
is an acute awareness of unconscious
motivations in both yourself and others.
Compulsions and obsessions, healthy or
not, are common. In very negative
situations, phobias can develop.
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Psychological complexes are indigenous
to the scenarios you are involved in
during the year and can color
perceptions. The psychological influences
affecting you can spring unsolicited from
your own unconscious, but are more
likely to arise from your encounters with
another. Generally, you must deal with
this person regularly, and he or she may
or may not be totally rational. You may
or may not be totally rational either.
Reacting from the gut level can become
the standard mode of operation for those
who do not work toward a greater
understanding of these forces. It takes a
strong and insightful person to see
clearly and deal directly with problems.
Control issues are likely during this
time, and some individuals get locked
into power struggles. In this type of
situation, you are both able to
manipulate others and you are subject to
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manipulation yourself. Surreptitious
actions or underhanded maneuvers are
possible. Empower yourself by staying on
track and true to your principles. Do not
let another's tactics lower your sights.
Rather than battling with someone else,
you can instead (or also) be locked into a
power struggle with yourself. One man
was seriously hurt by a past relationship.
He recognized the need to deal with
unconscious anger and develop a
philosophy for handling future angerproducing situations. During the year,
he met and was compulsively drawn to a
new relationship. The loss of control over
the inhibitions to intimacy frightened
him. Consequently, the scene was set and
the interplay between the unconscious
obsession to resolve anger issues and the
fear of being hurt again dominated the
involvement for much of the year.
Efforts to consciously control yourself
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will be thwarted until you gain insight
into the problem at hand. The man was
both irresistibly drawn and frightened
by the attraction until he began to
resolve issues from the original
relationship and heal. This cleared the
way for a more meaningful interchange.
Understanding psychological forces and
learning to work with them rather than
against them can lead to productive
encounters and personal empowerment.
Use insights into the unconscious to
break bad habits and negative attitudes,
or to resolve conflicts with others. The
goal is not to compete or struggle, but to
ascertain the best and most logical
options. The ability to comprehend new
knowledge fostered by the unconscious
leads to new power over your own
actions and the situations you are
involved in. It is at this point that
realistic advantageous change can begin.
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JUPITER in the 5TH HOUSE
♃ in 5th
The overall interpretation of Jupiter in
the 5th house is expanded self-expression.
There are a number of ways you might
seek to manifest this growth. Most people
begin by letting their inner personalities
show more in daily-life situations, but
then go on to branch out into new fields
of interest. For example, one woman took
flying lessons and learned to love flying.
She subsequently took a job selling
airplanes at a small local airport. She
left a job in a family-run business which
had always stripped her of time and
energy. For her, flying became the
symbol of her own breaking away. Being
free to express yourself naturally is an
issue with this placement, and you will
tend to seek out those situations which
allow for greater latitude and fewer
restrictions. Then, as you grow to express
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yourself more and more during the year,
you not only gain self-understanding, but
you also learn to accept who you are as a
person.
Artistic endeavors and creative or
inventive pursuits can help to foster the
externalization of inner traits and the
expansion of personal expression. This is
the time to experiment with new
techniques and media. The freedom and
risks associated with a new creative
endeavor parallel the freedom and risks
in an evolving and expanding personal
expression.
The possibility of a love relationship
exists with Jupiter in the 5th house and
this is another way individuals seek
greater freedom. You may be attracted
to those who are already free themselves
and can therefore help you to become
freer to grow into new areas. Sometimes
the focus of growth is not in a specific
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field of interest, but a pervasive desire to
be free of inhibitions. Youth can be a
factor in the attraction, though not
always. Relationships may or may not be
sexual in nature, but ethical-moral or
spiritual concerns commonly affect your
involvement, and monogamy or loyalty
to one person might be the issue.
Regardless of sexual involvement, the
moral right to free self-expression takes
precedence. No one has the right to
control and stifle another's personal or
artistic creativity, and those individuals
caught in a restrictive partnership are
more likely to look for a way out and
somebody to assist in their escape.
Spiritual connections between lovers
could enhance the attraction and love,
regardless of whether or not both have
an interest in the spiritual realm.
Relationships sometimes function on this
level with one or both lovers intuitively
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understanding the other, and one or both
generating philosophical insights and
concepts leading to a spiritual
connection.
Children also require greater freedom
and this can be the year they go off to
daycare, school, camp or college. This
change affords parents more free time as
well. If you have experienced difficulties
relating to your children in the past,
conditions may improve this year and it
is a good time to open up the lines of
communication. Large expenses
associated with educating or supporting
your children are possible, and one might
wish to save for this expenditure if it is
anticipated. Your children have some
very positive opportunities and they
should be encouraged to apply for
scholarships and awards, or to place
themselves in positions for advancement
or recognition. This interpretation is
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contingent on their age, qualifications,
and field of expertise.
SATURN in the 5TH HOUSE
♄ in 5th
Saturn in the 5th house of the solar
return indicates that normal selfexpression is affected by present
circumstances. For one reason or
another, you feel very unsure of yourself
and find it difficult to express who you
are without fear of criticism from others.
Most likely, your social milieu has
changed. You may feel like a fish out of
water and you no longer feel relaxed and
comfortable with yourself. This is
especially true if you suspect that you
are in an unfriendly environment and
you are consciously trying to be
inoffensive to those around you.
For example, a psychic who went to
graduate school found that another
psychic had attended the same school
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before him. The first psychic had
verbally threatened various professors
and alienated them to such an extent
that the second student had to deal with
the stigma of being a psychic. It was to
his advantage to be very inoffensive and
no threatening until he was able to
establish his own personality as separate
and distinct from his predecessor's. He
experienced a period of self-imposed
personality limitation while he worked
toward greater definition of who he was.
When he succeeded he was able to show
practical applications for his skills.
Another example of this uneasiness
with self is the experience of an older
woman dating a much younger man. She
did not really fit in with his friends and
he could not really relate to hers. The
transition from one environment to
another may involve some inhibition.
The natural flow associated with selfPage 57
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expression seems more controlled and
consciously directed. There will be
situations where caution is warranted
and even advantageous. The ability to
"fit in" where you would not normally go
can be beneficial to your own growth
and to those you meet.
The need for greater discipline when
working creatively is commonly seen
with this Saturn placement. During the
year, even the creative process itself will
be subject to greater control. The natural
flow needs to be channeled in a more
organized and productive manner, while
the final creation needs greater
refinement. Some examples of these
changes might include working within a
scheduled time frame or having
deadlines to meet. You may have a
particular piece which is popular and
can be reproduced for the mass market.
You probably should review the creative
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process and make changes according to
your future needs and ambitions.
During the year, you are likely to ask
for constructive criticism of your work
in the hopes of getting a clearer
definition of what you are trying to get
across. You may find that what you
create is not exactly consistent with
your intention. If this is true, the
creative process will now be more
labored and tedious as you work to
refine your creation. You become less
involved with Venusian creativity since
you are now more involved with
Saturnian perfectionism. Major pieces of
work and long-term difficult projects are
also implied by Saturn in the 5th house.
In all of these instances, it can initially
become more difficult to express yourself
creatively. Blockages can occur, but the
goal in the end is a better product which
is a more accurate reflection of what you
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were trying to get across. You are
willing to make the extra effort
necessary to perfect the creative process
and, ultimately, your creation. Those
who are unable to make this kind of
commitment and who lack the
perseverance necessary will remain
blocked throughout most of the year.
Self-criticism can be at an all-time high
during this period while self-confidence
may be shaken. These personality
tendencies directly relate to the
refinement process and the desire to
handle very different or difficult
situations. Moving closer to perfection
means first seeing what is less than
perfect. Do not let criticism, whether
yours or someone else's, discourage you.
You should actually welcome
constructive criticism since it will help
you see what must be done. You must go
beyond your disappointment. The quality
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required for future tasks is much higher
than that required in the past. You need
to be more organized, disciplined,
consistent and practical in the future.
Sloppy habits, laziness, inconsistency and
hypocrisy can limit your success and
weaken your self-confidence, both this
year and in years to come.
Relationships, especially love affairs
(but generally not including marital
relationships), can be more difficult with
Saturn in the 5th house. Saturn is
consistent with limitations of one form or
another. These limitations may be
specific to this particular relationship or
they may be residual fears from a
previous involvement. Common specific
limitations include long-distance
relationships, May-December romances,
extramarital affairs, or relationships
that involve a great deal of separation at
least for the present year. You or your
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loved one may not have the available
time necessary to carry on a wild
romance. Practicality may be important.
The very worst manifestation is that
you will be denied the relationship you
want. This is most likely to be true if you
are presently involved with a person
who has previous commitments.
Sometimes the relationship itself lacks
affection and true caring. With very
negative manifestations, Saturn may
indicate sado-masochistic attractions or
relationships that involve more pain
than love.
If you have children, they may require
closer supervision during the coming
year. More of your time and energy can
be taken up by their demands, and some
individuals will find this frustrating and
restricting. Situations will require you to
be more actively involved with your
children on a daily basis. New parents
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tend to have this placement (or a similar
strong Saturn placement) because of the
time and energy needed to care for an
infant. The most common issues
associated with school-aged children are
either academic or behavioral goals or
problems. For one reason or another,
children may not be able to cope with
everyday circumstances on their own
and now need your guidance and
support. This is especially true for
children going through major life stages
(infancy, terrible twos, puberty) or
children trying to adjust to major life
changes (relocation, new school, parents'
separation or divorce, birth of a sibling).
Increased discipline may or may not be
appropriate, depending on the
circumstances. Increased support and
guidance is always appropriate. If your
children are now adults, it is still possible
for them to be involved in life situations
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that concern you or require assistance.
URANUS in the 8TH HOUSE
♅ in 8th
Changing financial conditions are
common with Uranus in the 8th house.
Usually the change directly affects
shared resources, but sometimes the
change also or instead affects debts
either positively or negatively. Desired
or not, the hallmark of this placement is
financial independence either from the
partner, some other person, or an
overwhelming debt which is restrictive.
It is possible for shared resources either
to increase or decrease, but generally
there is a break in the partner's income
during the year. He or she may quit
work entirely or switch from one job to
the next with a period of unemployment
in between. Problems may be very minor
and only situational. For instance, if
your spouse is in the service working
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overseas and you are employed in the
States, you may choose to work and live
entirely off your own salary, not
dependent on other funds at all. This will
allow your spouse to save his or her
salary for future expenses. The money is
not lost permanently, only withdrawn
for one year's time. Your financial
situation may change specifically
because of others you depend on.
Unfortunately, some couples choose to
fight over money and possessions during
this year. Problems arise when one of
you refuses to share expenses or funds.
The positive manifestation is to move
towards financial independence by
separating accounts and responsibilities,
but some people turn this process into a
battle scene. Serious situations involving
separation and/or divorce can
eventually end up in court. Decisions,
though fair, may not be worth the
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trauma you go through. If you see
serious problems arising, use this time to
separate your funds and protect your
resources by dividing accounts, funds
and expenses.
Debts either grow dramatically or are
completely wiped out, but they do not
stay the same. Increases result more
from necessity than luxury. The most
common manifestation is to eliminate all
debts entirely either by paying them all
off or by declaring bankruptcy. The need
for financial independence extends to the
debt situation and you do not want to be
bothered by large bills or overwhelming
and restrictive debts. Sometimes your
future plans require a debt-free life-style.
Changing attitudes may affect your sex
life. The issues of sexual freedom or
sexual preference (homosexuality,
bisexuality or heterosexuality) may be
important either to you or someone you
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are close to. During the year, you may
experiment with new techniques or
change old practices which you no longer
enjoy or benefit from. In the age of AIDS
and herpes, many with this placement
have begun practicing safe sex or
curbing their appetites. A very negative
manifestation might be a disrupted sex
life, one in which encounters are onagain, off-again, brief exchanges or
twisted experiences that are not meant
to be fulfilling.
Deaths are not likely to occur during
the year, but if one does, it will be
unexpected and the manner of death will
involve unusual circumstances. This is a
very rare possibility.
Your insight on the psychic and/or
psychological level may increase
dramatically. You are better able to
perceive the motivations and
manipulations of others, especially in
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financial and sexual situations. Often
these perceptions will come in the form
of sudden realizations triggered by
psychological awareness of the workings
of the unconscious mind. It is the inner
workings of your own mind you are
particularly interested in. A positive
manifestation might be to learn about
psychology or astrology.
More negatively, you might be
surprised by your own irrational
thinking and sudden outbursts of
emotion. Your feelings and attitudes will
tend to be unpredictable and erratic.
Positions change from day to day. You
are probably reacting to unconscious
impulses rather than responding
rationally. Be aware of the people and
situations which trigger your upsetting
emotions. Others may be actively trying
to manipulate you. Dismantle the
triggering mechanism by understanding
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the pattern of manipulation and the
complexes or fears in you which foster
the responses. Gain a perspective on your
emotional depths.
NEPTUNE in the 6TH HOUSE ♆ in 6th
Neptune in the 6th can mean working
at a job when your heart's not in it, or
when you really have no sense of
direction or purpose. Most commonly,
you are in a period of transition between
jobs. You are in the process of finishing
up an old job, business or career, and
moving toward a new professional
endeavor. Usually there is an
overlapping period when you are not
physically through with your former job
even though you are mentally finished.
Mentally, you are now involved with
your new position even though the
physical transition has not yet begun or
been completed. So you are just marking
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time, picking up a pay check, or existing
in limbo until everything is set for the
transition to be accomplished. It is
unlikely that this will occur until the end
of the solar return year, or until
Neptune transits out of the 6th house,
unless your new position is as
probationary or "iffy" as the transitional
period itself. Becoming self-employed
generally falls in this category. A need
for job fulfillment pushes you to find a
more suitable position. The job you are
leaving might fall short of your abilities.
You may not feel as helpful or as
effective as you could be if given more
opportunity. Misunderstandings between
you and your employer are possible. A
few individuals might be unemployed or
drifting from one job to the next during
this time.
Assuming you are happy with your
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present employment situation, this can
be a time of job confusion or uncertainty.
New office procedures might turn your
workday upside down if inadequate
training leaves you unsure of what to do.
Job security in your present position can
seem precarious. Rumors of layoffs,
mergers, relocations, or shift changes are
possible. Poorly defined threats to your
job are likely, but generally there is no
loss of position or employment time.
Coming reorganization plans leave
future responsibilities undefined and you
might be unsure where you will be in one
year's time. Or you could be involved in
a project which has an indeterminate
outcome. You and the others could risk
your time and effort on a long shot
project you are not sure will pan out. If
you are the owner of a business, you may
be considering a merger, buyout,
partnership or stock option. You will find
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it difficult to make concrete business
plans for the future until certain issues
are settled. Misunderstandings with
others can occur during the year
regardless of your level of employment.
It is to your advantage to communicate
directly with business associates. Do not
rely on intermediaries to convey your
messages.
Illnesses and diseases, if they occur,
tend to be more difficult to diagnose
while Neptune is in the 6th house.
Generally you are the person seeking
diagnosis, but if you are responsible for a
child or an elderly adult during this
year, it is possible that the vague and
undiagnosed health problem is his or hers
rather than yours. The health provider
may be baffled by the symptoms and
recommend several different courses of
treatment. He or she may not be sure
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exactly what will work. The tendency is
to try one method first, and then move
on to another form of treatment if
needed. A second opinion might be
advantageous. You can be successfully
treated without ever really knowing
what you had. The origin of an illness
needing diagnosis and treatment may
not be clearly understood for most of the
year, or until Neptune transits out of the
6th house. Symptoms are generally
vague, conflicting or intermittent.
Complaints of tiredness are common. A
case of the flu might hang on longer than
expected, or leave you feeling less than
"right." Allergies to smoke, aerosols,
pollutants, medications, and foods are
more likely to affect your life-style or
diet during the year.
The increased sensitivity associated
with Neptune is apparent in the physical
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body's acceptance or rejection of certain
daily work, living or eating habits.
Emotional upheavals and stress are more
apt to affect your physical form and
aggravate existing illnesses, causing
symptoms to reappear or multiply. If
stress is coming from your job, realize
that health is more important than
work. Spiritual beliefs and attitudes need
to become a part of your daily routine
while certain detrimental habits fall
away. If you cannot maintain a spiritual
perspective during your daily routine, it
may be time to change the routine.
Cultivate serenity.
PLUTO in the 4TH HOUSE
♇ in 4th
Pluto in the solar return 4th house is
the single best indicator of moving from
one home to another. Uranus in the 4th
house can also indicate relocation, but
when Uranus is in the solar return 4th
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you are more likely to have changes or
disruption within the domestic
environment, particularly involving
family members or roommates. Pluto, on
the other hand, is more representative of
moving from one home to another, or
major renovations to the living structure
itself along with a disorientation or
upheaval that lasts for a period of one
year. These are fine-line distinctions, and
of course, variations will occur. If you
purchase a home during this year, it
may need a lot of work. Redecoration is
likely, and the repair of unforeseen
problems a possibility. It is in your best
interest to have an engineer inspect any
home you are seeking to purchase.
Hidden or unanticipated difficulties can
then be made known before any
transaction takes place.
Relocation complications can arise for
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a number of reasons, though, and are not
limited to repair problems. If you are
building a new home, construction can
take longer than expected. You may
have to live in several temporary
residences or stay with relatives for a
period of time. Once you finally move in,
you must decorate from scratch,
purchasing everything an established
home is already likely to have. Moves
over great distances are very
complicated in and of themselves, and
generally require a full year's time for
preparation and settling in. The hassles
of adjusting to a new state, climate,
culture, or environment can take the
place of problems with the house
structure itself.
Major renovations are also seen while
Pluto is in the 4th house. These kinds of
renovations necessarily cause a
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prolonged upheaval in the domestic
situation. Large additions,
modernizations, or construction which
involves moving walls or piping is likely,
and the disruption caused by the dust
and building will probably last for most
of the solar return year.
If you do not move or renovate, it is
still likely that changes in the domestic
situation will occur. Commonly, someone
either moves in or out, and living
arrangements must be adjusted
accordingly. New situations will take a
while to get used to. All changes involve
the consideration of many different
factors, and simple decisions are not
likely. In addition, transitions are likely
to be complicated by psychological issues,
and may even be unconsciously
motivated. For example, your mother
moves in and you must make
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arrangements for her to get to the senior
citizen center during the day. She is
somewhat incapacitated and needs
daytime care. She also requires a living
space on one floor and you must
rearrange rooms and put in a new
bathroom for her use. Psychologically,
you must make the adjustment from
living alone to caring for an elderly
parent. Certain childhood issues might
arise as you search for new patterns of
behavior.
It is true that complications and
struggles are associated with domestic
situations when Pluto is in the 4th house;
however, the complications and struggles
are inherent in the project or transition
you wish to complete and not the
planetary placement itself. This is a time
when individuals naturally seem to
choose to make major changes in their
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home and/or living style, and it is
unlikely that a transformation of this
caliber could be made quickly and easily,
without some hassle.
The desire to make strong and sweeping
changes in the physical home is
accompanied by corresponding
emotional transformations. Sometimes
the two manifestations are directly
connected; sometimes they are totally
separate; commonly, they are at least
symbolically related. For example,
during a long period of domestic
upheaval, you could feel disconnected or
not grounded, without a sense of "home,"
or a base for operations. If you are living
with others, caught in a limbo between
residences, you might be forced to subsist
for a while without your own space,
possessions, privacy, personal control, or
sense of organization. You might feel
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stripped to the essence of your being,
devoid of any external trappings, left to
exist as you are, without the familiarity
of what you own or can accomplish.
Without the inner sanctum of your home
for protection, you could feel exposed,
and it is true that you are vulnerable to
the idiosyncrasies of temporary
housemates. Emotions are bound to
fluctuate under such conditions. Old
behavior patterns break down quickly as
new patterns and coping mechanisms
are necessitated by changing
circumstances. In this way, Pluto in the
4th house usually indicates an
emotionally unsettled time, as well as a
physically unsettled time.
Sometimes this emotional upheaval can
occur because of a coincidental physical
change in another's situation, but a
transition in the native's own
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consciousness is essential for growth.
Suppose your parents decide to sell your
childhood home and move out of state. If
you are still attached to your parents'
residence, you must make adjustments in
your thinking. You can still visit your
parents, but you can never go home
again if the trip involves one particular
building or location. Perhaps it is time
for you to think of your own residence as
"home."
When Pluto is in the 4th house,
emotions are not only the motivating
force behind physical changes, but also
the end result. The purpose and desire
associated with this placement is the
need to establish an emotionally fulfilling
environment, both on the internal and
external planes. This is why moving or
changes in the physical home (external)
are as important as evolutionary growth
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in the feeling nature or unconscious
(internal). The two levels of
manifestation go hand in hand during
the year, and you can be sure that if
your physical surroundings are in a
state of transition, corresponding
changes are also affecting your
emotional level.
By the same token, the inability to
make wanted and needed external
changes probably indicates the presence
of internal blockages and external
resistances. A search is underway to
form stronger roots in the physical and
emotional environment. Shallow
connections will not do. One must either
dig deeper or move on; reaffirm the
commitment to the existing structure
(renovation), or begin anew (move). The
same process is occurring on the
emotional level. Individuals must
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reaffirm a commitment to family
members and roommates, or seek support
elsewhere.
Unlike other 4th house placements
which also indicate changes in the
physical and emotional home, Pluto
generally indicates that not only are
changes long overdue, but there are also
some inner and outer resistances which
must be overcome to fully realize the
internal potential in the external world.
Consequently, a power struggle with
oneself and others is likely, both before
and during change, and the arena for
this struggle takes place in the home and
among family members. Conflicts arise
when others do not want the same home
environment you envision. In the best of
circumstances, negotiation and
compromise may be all that are
necessary to resolve differences.
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However, in some families the word
"negotiation" is really a cover for
manipulative tactics and controlling
influences. Nothing is ever resolved,
issues remain unsettled, and decisions
are not finalized. Within this domestic
milieu, the creative urge toward
rootedness and its resultant
manifestations on the physical and
emotional planes are stifled before they
can be realized. For this reason, you
should consciously work to undo old,
existing response patterns which allow
others to psychologically control your
emotional nature and rob you of its
creative potential. Being emotionally
controlled is generally synonymous with
also being physically controlled, and
therefore unable to create the home and
home life you desire.
This is a good time to enter therapy,
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especially if unconscious manifestations
(fear, guilt, negativity, power struggles,
etc.) are blocking new and old
commitments, or stifling your urge
toward growth and change. Repetitive
issues, unfulfilling emotional
interchanges, and the inability to cope
with your home and necessary changes
signal the need to reassess response
patterns for power leakages. During the
year, heightened sensitivity will cause
you to become aware of psychological
games which rob you of personal power
in the emotional arena. At this time,
even an intellectual interest in
psychology can give you great insight
into domestic and familial patterns.
Because of the issue of creative
emotional power and its manifestation
on the physical plane, life seems more
crucial, decisions more important,
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problems more complicated. Everything
leads to something else and you have a
vested interest in how matters finally
turn out. Commonly, the meaning of life
is discussed, and within this climate the
issue of death arises, causing you to face
the issue of your own mortality. There
may be a death in the family during the
year, but more often you are merely
acquainted with someone your own age
who must deal with a potentially lifethreatening illness. His or her situation
calls you to consider the possibility of
your own death, and the reason for your
existence. The interplay between the
creative emotional nature and the issue
of mortality leads you to understand the
extent and limitations of your own
power. One does not have control over
death; all living things die. However, one
does have power over the emotional
response to death, and for that matter,
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all emotional responses. The need to
direct your own emotions toward a
rewarding and fulfilling expression is at
the root of this Pluto placement.
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